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1. INTRODUCTION

very high resistance to scratches, impacts, high and low temperatures, staining and wear and tear. This makes them perfect 
for use as countertops. Because the surface is non-porous, this prevents the spread of bacteria and mould, while also 
ensuring food grade properties.

used, problems might occur and the slabs, tools or machinery might even get damaged.

For this reason, before proceeding to cut and/or handle ITOPKER slabs, ask for details of the right tools and equipment to 
use.

ORIENTATION

Plan how to cut the slab before beginning the cutting process so as to take maximum advantage of its surface. With this in 
mind, take into account which way the slab faces when cutting or making holes in it. Make sure that all cut-outs are made 
nearer the middle of the slab, as shown in the illustration, since this area is more resistant to any pressure generated by the 
cutting process.

PLANNING CUT-OUTS
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2. CUTTING WITH A DISC CUTTER

unevenness. A rubber or wooden mat should be placed between the slab and cutting table to cushion any vibrations from 
the disc.

For top-quality end results when cutting the slab, the cutting disc should be at least 1.5 mm bigger than the thickness of the 

quality of the cuts it makes. Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations at all times with regard to the right revolutions and 
cutting speed.  Examples of makes of cutting discs:

ADI (http://www.aditools.com)

300 mm Ø 350 mm Ø 400 mm Ø
Revolutions 1800 RPM 1600 RPM 1500 RPM
Cutting sped 1,2 ml / min 1,2 ml / min 1,2 ml / min

FREDIMAR (http://www.fredimar.com)

300 mm Ø 350 mm Ø 400 mm Ø
Revolutions 2500 RPM 2200 RPM 1900 RPM
Cutting sped 1,5 ml / min 1,5 ml / min 1,5 ml / min
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2. CUTTING WITH A DISC CUTTER

the short ones) and to ensure a good edge. The removal of a strip of material from around the whole perimeter of the slab to 
reduce any stress can be left until the end of the work.

Make sure that the disc is properly cooled with water as the slab is cut, because ITOPKER slabs are very hard and solid. The 

In the case of Blanco Plus / Super Blanco coloured slabs, reduce the cutting speed by half across the whole surface.

directly, the disc cutter should be in automatic mode, functioning as slowly as possible.

The cutting speed for 45º mitred joints should be 0.5 ml / mins.
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3. CUTTING CUT-OUTS

MAKING CUT-OUTS WITH A CUTTING DISC

suction pads should be free from dirt and impurities and they should support the whole underside of the slab, particularly the 
area to be cut. 

      Holding area by suction cups

Always leave a minimum distance of 5 cm between the cut-out and the edge of the slab. The angles of cut-outs should have 
a minimum radius of 3 mm.

A bigger radius will ensure a higher structural resistance. In contrast, angles with no radius create a stress point on the 
surface. NEVER LEAVE 90º ANGLES.
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3. CUTTING CUT-OUTS

To make the corners of the cut-out, drill them with a bit with a radius of > 3 mm.

Next, cut from one hole to the next, in a straight line, using a bridge saw and working at a minimum speed to prevent the slab 
from breaking due to the stress to which it is subject.

TIPS WHEN USING A CNC ROUTER

Core drill bit:
Perforate the slab, working at the lowest speed, particularly at the end. Before proceeding to drill right through it, lift the drill 
bit up a little to relieve the pressure on the inside of the core bit. 

Rabbeting router bit: 

ITOPKER slab.

Cutter router bit:

of the raw materials used to make them. The cutting speed should be reduced in such cases to prevent the tools from 
overheating

PARAMETERS FOR CNC TOULS

Tool RPM Speed (mm / min)
Core bit 4500 - 5500 10
Router cutter 12 mm 4500 - 5500 150
Rabbeting router bit 8000 - 10000 250
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3. CUTTING CUT-OUTS

PLANNING LARGE CUT-OUTS

If one or more large cut-outs, (for example, greater than 50 x 100 cm) as sinks, glass-ceramics...Have to be made, leave a 
strip to hold the countertop in place. This can then be cut off once the countertop has been installed. In this way, the likelihood 
of the slab breaking when it is handled or installed will be reduced.

If the wrong type of cutting tool is used, the machine or slab might be damaged or even break. Problems might also occur 
if the whole weight of the slab is concentrated on one single point as it is cut, due to pressure from the cutting disc. For this 
reason, it should be cut by passing the cutting disc across it several times. Remember, too, that too slow a cutting speed can 
be counterproductive since the diamond edge might get damaged and the cutting disc have to be changed.

Cutting material (fastener) Installed slab
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3. CUTTING CUT-OUTS

CUTTING WITH WATERJET EQUIPMENT

short ones). A pressure of about 2800 bars and cutting speed of 1 m / min will be needed.

The slab should be fully supported by the cutting bed of the waterjet cutter. Finish the cut working toward the edge of the slab 

In the case of Blanco Plus / Super Blanco coloured slabs, reduce the cutting speed by half across the whole surface.
Start inside the section to be cut out and move toward the cutting line at 60% of the recommended speed to prevent the slab 
from splintering. Use carpenter’s squares to stop the slab from moving.

PARAMETERS FOR WATERJET CUTTING EQUIPMENT

Thickness Speed Pressure
12 mm 1 m / min 2800 Bars 0,4 kg / min
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4. CUTTING POLISHED SLABS

ITOPKER polished slabs should be cut with water-cooled cutting equipment.

MACHINE CUTTING

When using bridge cutting machines, waterjet equipment and CNC routers, the same conditions apply as for slabs with a 

CUTTING BY HAND

When a cut-out is hand cut, a dry cutting disc should be used. It must be remembered that with dry cutting equipment, 
chipped edges are more likely.

After making the cut-out, grind down the edges to the right size, using appropriate grinding discs or cup wheels. 

ATTENTION:
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5. EDGES AND JOINTS

EDGES

INALCO recommends always beveling the edges in a rounded or mitered joint way. This increases the impact resistance, 
aesthetics and safety.

There are many types of cuts according to the marble worker manipulating the slab. It is also important to remember that the 
bigger the bevel, the more visible the whole edge will be. 

PROTECTION AND POLISHING OF THE EDGES

when polished. This ensures a higher shine and reduces the likelihood of chipped edges. 

We recommend always bevelling the edges in a rounder or mitered joint way. This increases the impact resistance, aesthetics 

and safety.


